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The Persian, Hellenistic
and Roman Periods – Sixth
Century B.C.E. through the
Fourth Century C.E.
ANDREA M. BERLIN

The very existence of a section devoted to the classical periods, along
with the resultant papers here collected, testifies to ASOR’s commit-
ment to scholarly growth, the broadening of perspective and the be-

lief  that archaeology has much to contribute to our understanding of  the
past. For it must be acknowledged that for much of  ASOR’s first hundred
years, scholarly inquiry and archaeological investigation in the southern Le-
vant, and in Palestine in particular, stopped abruptly with the year 586 B.C.E.
Topics and sites with relevance to the centuries following the destruction of
the First Temple were routinely bypassed by ASOR archaeologists, this de-
spite a number of stunning discoveries by other expeditions, both American
and foreign, in the early years of  the twentieth century. Within a decade of
ASOR’s founding in 1900, the Harvard Expedition to Samaria had uncov-
ered the spectacular remains of  Herod’s temple to Augustus and Roma on
the Acropolis of Samaria; a full publication appeared in 1924 (Reisner, Fisher
and Lyon 1924: 46–50). In the very year of  ASOR’s foundation, Frederick
Bliss and Robert Macalister excavated the acropolis of Marisa and uncovered
the large and well-planned late Hellenistic upper city; two years later J. P.
Peters and H. Thiersch oversaw rescue work in the same site’s eastern necropolis
and revealed two lavishly decorated tombs. Both the town plan and the tombs
remain the most complete and important Hellenistic-period remains of their
type; both were promptly and fully published (Bliss and Macalister 1902;
Peters and Thiersch 1905).

Despite these discoveries, in ASOR’s first thirty years of  existence not a
single project attended to sites or remains of the classical period. It was not
until 1931, with the excavations of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary of
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Chicago and the American Schools of Oriental Research in Jerusalem, under
the joint directorship of  Ovid Sellers and William Foxwell Albright at the site
of Beth Zur, that an ASOR-sponsored project focused on a site with classi-
cal-period remains. The resultant publication, which appeared two years later,
provided the opportunity for scholars to grapple with a problem that had by
then become familiar to archaeologists of earlier periods: despite literary ref-
erences sufficiently detailed that the builders of  the site’s various levels ought
to be readily identifiable, the correlation of remains with specific historical
personages and events turned out to be a problematic enterprise (Sellers 1933).
Thus Sellers originally attributed the three stages of the Hellenistic-period
citadel uncovered on the acropolis to efforts undertaken by Judah Maccabee,
the Seleucid general Bacchides, and finally Judah’s brother, Simon; for each
of these attributions Sellers relied on a literary reference (1 Macc 4:61; 1 Macc
9:52). His conclusions were challenged immediately by Carl Watzinger, who
interpreted the second stage as essentially eastern in its plan and thus a project
of  Jerusalem’s high priests in the third century B.C.E. and the third stage as the
work of  Bacchides (Watzinger 1935: 24–25). Albright then disagreed with
both Sellers and Watzinger and identified stage one as Persian in date, stage
two as the work of Judah Maccabee and stage three by Bacchides (Albright
1960: 151–52).

The Beth Zur excavations provided an unusually clear illustration of the
problem of uniting literary with material evidence. Despite this exemplum,
however, the second ASOR-sponsored project at a site with classical remains
took as its scholarly agenda “the task of relating textual evidence to archaeo-
logical finds” (Campbell 1993: 1347). Under the co-directorship of  G. Ernest
Wright and B. W. Anderson, the Joint Expedition to Shechem went into the
field in 1956, a full thirty-four years after the initial season at Beth Zur. In nine
seasons of excavation, excavators distinguished five strata of remains from
the Persian and Hellenistic periods (Strata I–V). For Shechem, however, un-
like Beth Zur, literary references and historical pegs were few, and the ASOR
excavators were thus compelled to grapple with the archaeological evidence
on its own terms. It is ironic that while it was Shechem’s Bronze Age associa-
tions that initially inspired work there and the excavators worked with a “re-
search agenda” that now sounds narrowly benighted, nonetheless it was at
Shechem that ASOR-sponsored classical archaeology took its first formative
step. Realizing that the site’s multiple classical strata could not be evaluated
properly without a secure ceramic typology and chronology, G. Ernest Wright
encouraged his graduate student Paul Lapp to undertake this project. To-
gether with his wife Nancy, Paul Lapp began the daunting task of  collecting
and refining a corpus of classical period pottery that would, in turn, provide
an archaeological (as opposed to a literary) tool for interpreting a site.
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This archaeological tool saw use while still in development. In the1931
season at Beth Zur, the excavators had been compelled to regard the years
from the sixth through the mid-first centuries B.C.E. as a single period, for
which “no attempt at chronological classification” could be made (Sellers
1968: 1). During the 1957 season at Beth Zur, however, Paul and Nancy
Lapp oversaw parts of the excavation and pottery analysis, with the result
that the excavators were able to distinguish four periods of activity: late Per-
sian/early Hellenistic (i.e., later fourth/early third centuries B.C.E.), two sec-
ond-century B.C.E. occupational strata and a final period of  early Roman ac-
tivity (Lapp and Lapp 1968: 54–55). This refined analysis in turn allowed
Robert Funk to present a fourth, more archaeologically informed, interpreta-
tion of  the site’s remains in the final publication: he dates the citadel’s first
stage to the early Ptolemaic period, the second either to early second-century
Seleucid rulers or Judah Maccabee, and the third to Bacchides (Funk 1968:
17). Funk’s conclusions rely on more and better evidence, and in this regard
are more convincing; but an equally important aspect of his analysis is his
willingness to concede that the archaeological evidence compels ambiguity:
“The evidence is thus inconclusive … and the matter [assigning specific phases
to specific personages] is solely in the realm of conjecture…” (Funk 1968:
16). If the excavations at Shechem mark ASOR-sponsored classical
archaeology’s formative steps, then this acknowledgement—that more infor-
mation may lead to less certainty—marks the field’s coming of  age.

Paul Lapp published his corpus shortly after that 1957 season, as Palestin-
ian Ceramic Chronology 200 B.C.–A.D. 70 (Lapp 1961). With this volume, archae-
ologists in the Levant now had the means to date, analyze, and begin to
interpret classical-period sites. Lapp himself  made immediate use of  the new
tool when, as director of the American School in Jerusalem, he undertook
excavations at ‘Iraq el-Emir (in 1961 and 1962) and the Wadi ed-Daliyeh (in
1963 and 1964). The availability of PCC also allowed the excavators of the
next two large ASOR projects to address their classical-period strata with
increased confidence and rigor. In 1964 G. Ernest Wright initiated ASOR’s
project at Gezer; in 1968, at Wright’s urging, the Joint Expedition to Tell el-
Hesi began. At both sites, attention to “later” remains resulted in important
publications that are data-rich and historically sensitive (Gitin; Bennett and
Blakely 1989).

In 1968 G. Ernest Wright also encouraged ASOR archaeologists to look
beyond the year 70 C.E., the closing date of  Lapp’s fairly restricted treatment,
and to focus on Roman and Byzantine sites pertinent to “the archaeology of
early Judaism” (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: xxiii). In response, Eric
Meyers, Thomas Kraabel and Jim Strange began working in the Upper Ga-
lilee, first at Khirbet Shema‘ and subsequently at Meiron and Gush Halav.
Their goal, which was to uncover remains of the talmudic period in order
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that both historical and “strictly archaeological” aspects would be revealed,
reflects a wider scope and more subtle approach than that stated for Shechem
(Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: xxiii). The final publication, in which
aspects from the geological setting to glass fragments are treated with full
details, encodes the project’s thrust: to gain a “glimpse into the world of  the
Galilean sages” (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 257).

During the 1970s ASOR archaeologists devoted as much (if not more)
attention to classical sites and strata than to “biblical” ones. In addition to the
ongoing work at Gezer, Tell el-Hesi, and the Galilean synagogue sites, there
was launched in 1971 the Joint Expedition to Caesarea Maritima (JECM),
under the direction of  Robert Bull, Olin Storvick and Edgar Krentz. Over
the course of  its twelve excavation seasons JECM’s motives shifted from
largely historical (to find and/or document historically attested objects and/
or events) to more fully archaeological (to assess economic and even environ-
mental issues, for example; cf., Blakely 1992: 27), a move in part explicable by
the enormous range and amount of  material remains being unearthed and
the new questions that these remains allowed.

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s ASOR excavators confronted this chal-
lenge, seeking to cope with and do justice to the explosion of disparate groups
of data not treated in the literary and historical sources that had largely moti-
vated the original selection of  excavation sites. Jeff  Blakely and W. J. Bennett,
Jr. provide a cogent and heartfelt discussion of  this conundrum in the con-
cluding remarks to their publication of  the Tell el-Hesi Persian-period re-
mains (Bennett and Blakely 1989: 361–62):

Standing at this point in the process, we can say that the brash
optimism with which the Hesi experiment began has been …
tempered … Our goals in the preparation of this volume were to
determine when, how, by whom, and for what purpose the Persian-
period levels of Tell el-Hesi were used. Throughout [this book], we
expressed regret about the shortcomings and frustrations we
encountered in attempting to address these questions …
[P]roblems arose because we had not developed in advance the
detailed procedures and methods to identify and integrate these
data …

It should follow … that one does not first pick a site and then
develop a research program, which is just what the Joint Expedition
did. Clearly the order of events should be the reverse. It is the
questions that are primary.

This dictum—to put research questions first and site selection second—
surely stands as the critical next step for classical archaeologists in the Levant.
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The papers collected in this section are by scholars who have produc-
tively embraced this agenda. In her discussion of Persian-period Palestine,
Jane Waldbaum chooses to query a category of  finds: imported Greek ce-
ramics. She posits a number of  questions designed to elucidate the people
behind the potsherds: What does the presence of this pottery actually indi-
cate? Who was responsible for importing it? Who was using it? What was it
used for? Her conclusions, that this material is essentially an indication of the
economic currents of the eastern Mediterranean and not, therefore, to be
taken as a stand-in for Greeks or even for other aspects of Greek culture,
provides a reasoned reassessment of  earlier theories. Waldbaum counsels us
to “spend time exploring … the larger patterns of trade and foreign relations
throughout the Mediterranean,” a salutary injunction to archaeologists to raise
their gaze beyond the country’s coastline and reconsider Palestine as one lo-
cale within a larger world.

Sharon Herbert focuses on the Phoenicians in the Hellenistic period. The
relative dearth of  references to the Phoenicians in that era’s literary record
means that earlier archaeologists essentially ignored their continuing presence
and vitality, but it also makes the identification and explication of  their re-
mains a project for which archaeologists must largely take responsibility. Herbert
studies the material record from two Phoenician sites in the Upper Galilee—
Tel Anafa and Kedesh—in order to assess how some Hellenistic Phoenicians
chose to live, to interact with the larger world, and to represent themselves to
others. Herbert disentangles various categories of  remains from house plans
and interior decor (both Greek in style) to private baths and plain pottery
(both Phoenician) and concludes that, while such remains constitute slippery
evidence, careful analysis nonetheless allows us both to see and to characterize
“the people behind the archaeological record.”

Elise Friedland looks at a Roman-period marble sculpture, a category
usually studied only by art historians. Employing an arsenal of  time-honored
archaeological methodologies, however, including close consideration of find-
spot, material, workshop techniques, specific comparanda and broad distri-
bution patterns, Friedland succeeds in identifying a headless, life-size, togate-
clad marble male from the East Baths at Jerash, Jordan, as a member of the
local elite and, probably, a Roman citizen. The statue thus represents one
individual’s embrace of  mainstream Mediterranean culture, a “physical mani-
festation of the processes of cultural assimilation in the Roman Near East.”

Each of these scholars gives us a fresh look at their periods by highlight-
ing “the other people,” the ones who didn’t make it into the history books.
Their approach also illuminates a critical point about the classical Levant:
while much of the population remained Semitic, the world in which these
people lived was fundamentally connected to the west. It is interesting that
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every category of material remains considered encodes this same message,
whether it is Greek pottery imported by locals during the Persian period,
Greek styles of interior décor and self representation adopted by Hellenistic
Phoenicians, or Roman architectural and sculptural forms embraced by resi-
dents of  Jerash. Waldbaum, Herbert and Friedland give us snapshots of
historical bystanders taken with classical culture.

In the present context, which considers ASOR’s contributions to classi-
cal-period archaeology in the Levant, this is an interesting development. In
the slow beginning years, archaeologists selected sites in order to illuminate
texts; they saw their role as unearthing structures that could be connected with
famous historical personages. As we enter a second century of  scholarship,
the field has advanced to the point that questions are posed independent of
textual evidence, and conclusions are reached that inform issues contempo-
rary authors never addressed. Formative steps, coming of  age and now, it
appears, a field capable of thriving independently—pretty good work for a
century of  scholarship.
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